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I am trying to match the start time with the date in the first column and take the amount of text which is between the string "El Manantial De Las Colinas 2"
(without the "El Manantial De Las Colinas 2" in the second column) I tried using sed's/^.*El Manantial De Las Colinas 2.*$/\1/g' and I get as an output. cat

txt.txt | sed's/^.*El Manantial De Las Colinas 2.*$/\1/g' El manantial de las colinas 2 As you can see it matches the whole line. I have also tried to use \1 and \2
but it didn't work. Any idea on how can I match only the text between "El Manantial De Las Colinas 2" and the following blank line? A: I'm using a perl script

here, but you can easily translate to sed, awk, or any other text parsing tool: perl -e ' if (/El Manantial De Las Colinas 2.*/) { print "$1 "; } ' [Disseminated
infection by Vibrio parahaemolyticus in two patients with iron overload]. The authors describe the course of two patients with iron overload who were admitted
to the infectious diseases department, Hospital Infantil de México Federico Gómez, with two cases of septicemia by Vibrio parahaemolyticus. The first patient

had a history of multiple transfusions and was treated with penicillin. The second patient had iron overload due to beta thal
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SEEN THROUGH THE EYES OF BILLY BROWN NEW YORK SAW THROUGH THE EYES OF BILLY BROWN. Seen
through the eyes of Billy Brown (Jennifer Lopez) New York is seen through the eyes of a young homeless man, Billy Brown.
Show HN: Raindrop – An easy way to download or upload files in the cloud - yababa ====== yababa We built Raindrop after
trying to find a better way to download files in the cloud and having them automatically removed from your cloud storage. We
were frustrated by the complexity of integrating with different cloud service providers and maintaining our own cloud storage
servers and instead wanted a much simpler solution, so we built Raindrop. We'd love any feedback you might have. ~~~
dvfjsdhgfv I want to download a.torrent file but I don't want to wait for it to complete, which I would do with rtorrent. ~~~
yababa Raindrop's data is just in the browser, so a.torrent file won't go anywhere without our users' permission. Raindrop just
keeps track of a download and sends the.torrent file back to the user's computer. ~~~ dvfjsdhgfv Oh, that's a nice feature. ------
fiatjaf One thing that would make it a lot more convenient would be if it could send the link to where the file will be
downloaded or uploaded, so I don't have to remember it. Also, the "Upload a torrent file" would be more useful if the torrent
file were displayed, so I don't have to download it and then upload it. ------ tomcam Looks interesting. No place on the site to
sign up. ~~~ yababa Yep, we're getting our website built. ------ shahin i'm not going to sign up but i'd love to get some sort
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